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TLR9-Targeted Biodegradable Nanoparticles as Immunization Vectors Protect against West Nile Encephalitis

Stacey L. Demento,* Nathalie Bonafé,† Weiguo Cui,‡ Susan M. Kaech,‡ Michael J. Caplan,§ Erol Fikrig,** Michel Ledizet,† and Tarek M. Fahmy*

Vaccines that activate humoral and cell-mediated immune responses are urgently needed for many infectious agents, including the flaviviruses dengue and West Nile (WN) virus. Vaccine development would be greatly facilitated by a new approach, in which nanoscale modules (Ag, adjuvant, and carrier) are assembled into units that are optimized for stimulating immune responses to a specific pathogen. Toward that goal, we formulated biodegradable nanoparticles loaded with Ag and surface modified with the pathogen-associated molecular pattern CpG oligodeoxynucleotides. We chose to evaluate our construct using a recombinant envelope protein Ag from the WN virus and tested the efficiency of this system in eliciting humoral and cellular responses and providing protection against the live virus. Animals immunized with this system showed robust humoral responses polarized toward Th1 immune responses compared with predominately Th2-biased responses with the adjuvant aluminum hydroxide. Immunization with CpG oligodeoxynucleotide-modified nanoparticles resulted in a greater number of circulating effector T cells and greater activity of Ag-specific lymphocytes than unmodified nanoparticles or aluminum hydroxide. Ultimately, compared with alum, this system offered superior protection in a mouse model of WN virus encephalitis. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 185: 000–000.
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both agents to APCs. Conjugation or proximal delivery of Ag and CpG ODN was shown to be an effective strategy to maximize the benefits of both agents (31, 32). Furthermore, improved responses from Ag and CpG DNA coencapsulated in the same particle, compared with mixing particles encapsulating either agent (16, 17, 23, 33), suggests a necessity for both to reach the same APC.

We chose to create the vaccine-delivery system from PLGA, a biodegradable U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved polymer. PLGA nano- and microparticles have been explored for use as vaccine-delivery vehicles for nearly 20 y (34). In our previous work, we developed a technology that facilitates enhanced surface presentation of targeting ligands on the surface of biodegradable PLGA (35). We demonstrated that biotinylated ligands bound to the surface of PLGA nanoparticles by an avidin-palmitic acid bridging element remain associated with the particles during encapsulant release (35). Although most research with biodegradable nanoparticles involved the coencapsulation of CpG ODN with Ag (22), our strategy tethers the molecules to the surface to keep the Ag and CpG ODN colocalized and to minimize release of CpG ODN. This is in contrast to CpG ODN adsorbed to cationic PLGA microparticles (20, 25), where up to 80% of all CpG ODN can be released from the surface after 24 h (20).

In this study, we developed CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles encapsulating a truncated version of the WN virus envelope protein, an Ag with proven vaccination efficacy in mice and horses (13). Particles were effectively endocytosed by dendritic cells, resulting in the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines and the upregulation of costimulatory molecules, enabling the activation of Ag-specific lymphocytes. CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles elicited robust T cell response. Ultimately, this system offered superior protection in a mouse model of WN encephalitis.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Expression of a truncated recombinant WN virus envelope protein (rWNVE) by Drosophila s2 cells was described previously (31). A type B CpG ODN 1826 (5'-TCC ATG ACG TTC CTG ACG TT-3') with a phosphorothioate backbone was synthesized and conjugated to biotin on site by the Keck Facility (Yale University). Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), sodium deoxycholate, palmitic acid N-hydroxy-succinimide ester, Nile red, Histopaste, OVA, and gelatin were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Methylene chloride and avidin were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) and Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), respectively. Research-grade PLGA (50:50, ~50,000 g/mol), was purchased from Durect (Wilmington, MA).

**Nonapeptide fabrication and characterization**

Avidin palmitate was prepared by a slightly modified method than described previously (35). Briefly, 5 mg/ml avidin in 2% sodium deoxycholate was reacted to a 15-fold molar excess of palmitic acid N-hydroxy-succinimide ester for 3 h at 37°C. Excess material was removed by dialysis in a 2% sodium deoxycholate bath over 24 h at 37°C. Nanoparticles were used as negative control values. Controlled release of CpG ODN was determined by suspending particles in a microcentrifuge tube with 1.1 ml PBS with 0.05% sodium azide to prevent bacterial growth. Particles were pelleted at various time points by centrifugation at 16,000 × g, and 1 ml supernatant was collected and replaced with 1 ml fresh buffer. Supernatant was frozen at −20°C until assayed for protein content by the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

**In vitro assay of bone marrow-derived dendritic cell function with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles**

Bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) were pulsed with nanoparticles and subsequently analyzed for activation by cytokine secretion and surface marker upregulation. Bone marrow was isolated from the femurs of C57BL/6 mice at 6–8 wk of age and differentiated into dendritic cells in complete medium (RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, MEM, nonessential amino acids, Hepes buffer, gentamicin, 2-ME) and supplemented with 10 ng/ml rGM-CSF in 24-well plates. Cells were given fresh media every other day and used on day 7.

**Internalization of nanoparticles was confirmed by incubation of Nile red-loaded, CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles with BMDCs for 1 h in complete media at 37°C on sterile polysulphone-coated coverslips. Coverslips were washed, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, and permeabilized with Triton-X tw for 5 min. Cells were then incubated with a 1:100 dilution of phalloidin FITC in PBS for 30 min at RT in the dark.** Coverslips were washed, mounted onto slides using hard set Vectashield, and visualized by fluorescent microscopy using a Zeiss Axiosvert 200 Inverted Microscope with an MRm camera. As a control, BMDCs were incubated with free Nile red in media.

BMDCs were pulsed with rWNVE adsorbed to aluminum hydroxide gel (Alhydrogel; Accurate, Westbury, NY), unmodified rWNVE loaded nanoparticles (CpG ODN/rWNVE) for 24 h at 37°C in complete media. For IL-1β assays, this was preceded by an overnight incubation with 50 ng/ml LPS (Sigma-Aldrich). Supernatant was analyzed by ELISA for the cytokines IL-6, IL-12 (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA), and IL-1β (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN), according to the manufacturers' protocols. Surface marker upregulation was detected by flow cytometry. Briefly, cells were washed of particles and then stained for mouse CD11c, CD80, and CD86 (Biolegend, San Diego, CA) and C57BL/6 mice; and mice that were deficient in TLR9 (on a C57BL/6 background) were vaccinated with a single s.c. dose of CpG-modified LPS-modified Escherichia coli 0111:B4; Sigma-Aldrich) or unmodified nanoparticles encapsulating rWNVE. LPS-modified nanoparticles were prepared as previously described (15). At 7 wk postvaccination, mice were analyzed for circulating Ag-specific Abs.

For survival studies, groups of 6-wk-old C57BL/6 mice were vaccinated s.c. with 2.5 μg CpG ODN-modified nanoparticle-encapsulated or adsorbed rWNVE. At 2 wk, mice were bled and injected i.p. with 1000 PFU WN virus isolate 2741 in 1% gelatin. Mice were observed for morbidity and mortality for 21 d postchallenge.
Ab titers were measured from the serum of vaccinated mice. Blood samples collected retro-orbitally were allowed to clot at 4°C overnight and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min. Serum was collected and stored at −80°C until assayed. Anti-rWNVE IgG isotypes were measured by ELISA. High-binding plates (Corning Glass, Corning, NY) were coated with 100 ng rWNVE per well overnight in PBS at 4°C. Plates were incubated with blocking buffer (PBS + 5% BSA [Sigma-Aldrich] + 0.1% Tween 20 [Sigma-Aldrich]) for 1 h at RT. Plates were washed three times in wash buffer (PBS + 0.05% Tween 20) and then incubated with serial dilutions of serum in blocking buffer for 1 h at RT. Plates were washed three times and then HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b (Invitrogen), and total IgG (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) were added in blocking buffer at a 1:2000 dilution. After 1 h, plates were washed six times, followed by development with tetramethylbenzidine substrate (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD). Reaction was stopped with 1 N HCl after 15 min. Absorbance was measured by a spectrophotometer at 450 nm. Titer was calculated as the inverse dilution at which the absorbance equaled that of the control (samples from mice receiving no Ag) plus 2 SD. Linear regression of dilution versus Ab cube was calculated after a log transformation of values.

**Plaque-reduction neutralization tests**

In vitro plaque-reduction neutralization tests (PRNTs) were used to evaluate the ability of serum samples to inhibit virus replication in cultured Vero cells. Sera from immunized mice were tested in a biosafety level 2 facility using an assay that used an attenuated chimeric virus WNV/DEN4Delta30 (kindly provided by Dr. Steven Whitehead, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases) (8, 36, 37). This method was described previously (38). In brief, Vero cells were maintained in Opti-MEM-Glutamax (Invitrogen) with 5% FBS and 100 μg/ml penicillin-streptomycin and seeded in 24-well plates at 105 cells/well 24 h before infection. Ten-fold serial Opti-MEM dilutions of serum in blocking buffer for 1 h at RT. Plates were washed six times, followed by development with tetramethylbenzidine substrate (Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD). Reaction was stopped with 1 N HCl after 15 min. Absorbance was measured by a spectrophotometer at 450 nm. Titer was calculated as the inverse dilution at which the absorbance equaled that of the control (samples from mice receiving no Ag) plus 2 SD. Linear regression of dilution versus Ab curve was calculated after a log transformation of values.

**Assaying for circulating T cell phenotype and ex vivo cellular activity**

One week postvaccination, blood was collected retro-orbitally and transferred to sodium citrate buffer. Lymphocytes were isolated using Histopaque 1077, washed, and stained in FACS buffer with fluorescent Abs for CD8, CD44, CD127, and killer cell lectin-like receptor G1 (KLRG1; eBioscience). Cells were treated with Cytofix and analyzed by flow cytometry using the LSRII.

Statistical analysis

All experiments were performed multiple times and analyzed using GraphPad Prism Version 5 software. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA or the Student t test. Statistical significance in survival studies was determined by the log rank (Mantel–Cox) test.
Results
Characterization of the nanoparticle system

A schematic of the nanoparticle system is shown in Fig. 1A. rWNVE loading was found to be \( \sim 4.7 \) mg of protein per 1 mg of nanoparticles. A representative release curve of encapsulated rWNVE is shown in Fig. 1B. In an initial phase lasting 1–2 d, \( \sim 20\% \) of the Ag is released from the nanoparticles. More than 60\% of the encapsulant is then released over 5 wk. This biphasic nature and duration of release is typical for PLGA particles in this size range (40, 41).

Particles were sized by a novel modality (NanoSight) that tracks particle movement in liquid and derives size distribution and number of particles in a sample based on a conventional Stokes–Einstein...
equation that relates the Brownian Motion of nanoparticles to the hydrodynamic radius (42). Particles were found to have a mean diameter of 272 nm and a mode of 229 nm (Fig. 1C). Each milligram of material consisted of $\sim 1 \times 10^{11}$ individual particles as enumerated by this system. Particle morphology was determined using a scanning electron microscope (Fig. 1D). Rather than displaying a smooth surface characteristic of unmodified PLGA particles, modified nanoparticles displayed a surface texture indicative of modification with the avidin-palmitate conjugate.

Dendritic cells were observed to readily endocytose Nile red-loaded, CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles 1 h after incubation (Fig. 1E). In comparison, free Nile red molecules alone did not associate with the cells during that time. We did not observe a preferential uptake of CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles compared with unmodified nanoparticles (data not shown), consistent with the fact that the receptor for CpG ODN (TLR9) is an intracellular one and, hence, does not impact surface receptor-mediated internalization kinetics.

Dendritic cells are activated after incubation with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles

To determine the effect of particles on dendritic cell activation, BMDCs were pulsed with CpG ODN-modified and unmodified rWNVE-loaded nanoparticles, as well as rWNVE adsorbed to Alhydrogel, and were assessed for secreted cytokines and maturation surface markers. After a 24-h incubation, BMDCs were stained with Abs against the costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86 and analyzed by flow cytometry. CD80 and CD86 expression on CD11c+ cells was elevated after treatment with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles (Fig. 2). Unmodified nanoparticles and Alhydrogel were less successful at promoting costimulatory marker expression. Dendritic cells secreted higher amounts of the cytokines IL-6 and IL-12 after incubation with CpG-modified, rWNVE-loaded nanoparticles compared with unmodified nanoparticles; unmodified, rWNVE-loaded nanoparticles; and rWNVE adsorbed to Alhydrogel (Fig. 3A, 3B). IL-12 influences the differentiation of Th0 cells into a Th1 phenotype (43), whereas IL-6 regulates this action (44).

**FIGURE 4.** Ag-specific Ab isotype titers after vaccination. Groups of four C3H/HeN mice were immunized twice with 10 μg of rWNVE in different formulations at 0 and 2 wk. Serum was isolated at 4 wk and analyzed for rWNVE-specific titers of total IgG (A), IgG1 (B), IgG2a (C), and IgG2b (D) by ELISA. E, Serum samples from mice given rWNVE encapsulated in nanoparticles or adsorbed to Alhydrogel were pooled into two groups and were analyzed for PRNTs that decreased plaque formation by 50% (PRNT 50). *p < 0.02 by ANOVA. Data shown are from a single experiment that was repeated twice with the same results.
A separate set of experiments was performed to elucidate whether CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles trigger inflammasome activity. The inflammasome is an intracellular complex of proteins, including a member of the NOD-like receptor family and the apoptosis-associated speck-like adaptor protein, which mediates the activity of caspase-1 and results in the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β and IL-18. BMDCs were stimulated overnight with LPS to increase the expression of the proform of IL-1β and then were pulsed with particles for 24 h. To ascertain inflammasome activation, supernatant was analyzed for IL-1β. No IL-1β and, therefore, no inflammasome activity, was detected after pulsing with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles (Fig. 3C). This is in contrast to aluminum adjuvants (45, 46) or LPS-modified nanoparticles (15), which were shown to activate the NLRP3 inflammasome (Fig. 3C).

**Immunization with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles generated high titers of Th1 Ag-specific Abs**

C3H/HeN mice were immunized with encapsulated rWNVE in CpG ODN-modified or unmodified nanoparticles, free rWNVE with and without CpG ODN, or rWNVE adsorbed to Alhydrogel. The amount of nanoparticles administered was calculated such that each animal received 10 μg of rWNVE per dose. Mice were boosted 2 wk later, and serum was analyzed for circulating total anti-rWNVE IgG and IgG isotype titers. Alhydrogel and CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles successfully elicited robust humoral responses against the envelope protein, but the resulting isotype profiles were very different between the adjuvants. Alhydrogel and CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles induced roughly equivalent titers of total IgG (Fig. 4A). Unmodified particles produced a weaker response, whereas soluble rWNVE, with and without CpG ODN, was markedly less effective (Fig. 4A). As expected, Alhydrogel generated the highest levels of IgG1 (associated with a Th2-skewed response) (Fig. 4B). CpG ODN-modified particles resulted in a lower, but substantial, titer of IgG1. Interestingly, only CpG ODN-modified particles resulted in high IgG2a and IgG2b titers (Th1-biased response) (Fig. 4C, 4D). IgG1 and IgG2b titers were dose responsive after immunization with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles (Supplemental Fig. 1). To assay for the neutralizing ability of circulating Abs, we performed a PRNT with pooled serum from immunized animals. The neutralizing ability of Abs generated by CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles was slightly higher than that from Alhydrogel, although the difference was not statistically significant (Fig. 4E).

To validate the role of TLR9 in the observed immunological activity with particles, we performed immunization experiments with TLR-deficient mice. Mice (C57BL/6 and TLR9−/−) were vaccinated with rWNVE encapsulated in CpG ODN-modified, LPS-modified, or unmodified nanoparticles. As expected, high titers of rWNVE-specific IgG1 and IgG2b were not present in mice lacking TLR9 after wild-type mice were vaccinated with particles containing CpG ODN (Fig. 5). However, mice deficient in TLR9 maintained a strong response to LPS-modified nanoparticles. Vaccination with CpG-modified and unmodified nanoparticles resulted in similar levels of Abs in TLR9-deficient mice. To validate this finding with a different Ag and, hence, establish generality, a similar experiment is shown in Supplemental Fig. 2 with the model Ag OVA (47).

**CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles induce potent cellular immune responses**

To measure levels of cellular activity, mice were vaccinated, and splenocytes were collected and pulsed with rWNVE to measure Ag-specific IL-2 and IFN-γ responses. Lymphocytes exhibited increased activity ex vivo after immunization with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles compared with animals vaccinated with unmodified nanoparticles or Alhydrogel (Fig. 6A, 6B). High levels of Th1-biased humoral indicators and Ag-specific lymphocyte activity suggest a robust cell-mediated response from the TLR9-targeted, immunostimulatory nanoparticles. Alhydrogel induced a potent humoral response, but poor cytotoxic activity, which is generally associated with viral immunity.

To test for the induction of effector T cell activity, C3H/HeN mice were immunized as before, and circulating lymphocytes were stained for CD8+ effector T cell subset markers at 1 wk post-vaccination. High expression of KLRG1 has been correlated to downregulated IL-7R (CD127) (48) and represents a subset of terminally differentiated effector cells. CD8+CD44+ T cells from mice receiving CpG ODN/rWNVE nanoparticles had a larger KLRG1+CD127− population than any of the mice receiving rWNVE with any other adjuvant (Fig. 6C). No difference in the KLRG1+CD127+ memory T cell subset was observed between any of the groups.

**CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles provide strong protection against WN virus infection**

To demonstrate protection against live WN virus, C3H/HeN mice were s.c. vaccinated with a single administration of rWNVE-loaded, CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles or rWNVE adsorbed to Alhydrogel and challenged with the live virus. At 2 wk postimmunization, mice were bled and transferred to a biosafety level 3 facility where an i.p. injection of 1000 PFU of WN isolate 2741 was administered. Animals vaccinated with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles and Alhydrogel generated roughly equal titers of total IgG. CpG ODN elicited a humoral response favoring Th1 responses (high IgG2b) compared with Alhydrogel (predominantly IgG1). The ratios of IgG2b to IgG1 are shown in Fig. 7A. Remarkably, 94% of mice given CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles survived the
challenge compared with only 44% of those immunized with Alhydrogel (Fig. 7B).

Discussion

We believe that vaccine development would be greatly facilitated by a new approach, in which nanoscale modules (Ag, adjuvant, and carrier) are assembled into units that are optimized for stimulating immune responses to a specific pathogen. Toward this goal, our studies aimed to demonstrate this methodology, focusing on the WN virus for which no vaccine has yet been developed.

The components used in this work are well-established safe modules with clinical translational potential. Three clinical trials for CpG ODNs for use as vaccine adjuvants in humans have been completed (49), and PLGA is a U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved biocompatible, biodegradable polymer with >30 y of use in the drug-delivery field. To keep the Ag and CpG ODN colocalized and to minimize its release, we attached biotinylated CpG ODN to the surface of the nanoparticles by modifying the surface of the nanoparticles with avidin-palmitate. This method minimizes the CpG ODN dose (0.5 mg/mouse), compared with much greater doses ≥100 μg/mouse (21) in similar studies. This is critical considering the concerns with autoimmunity and potential lymphoid architectural damage from exposure to high levels of CpG ODN (50).

Recovery from flavivirus infection is accompanied by the appearance of virus-specific, neutralizing Abs. It was shown that the viral envelope protein is the target of the majority of protective Abs (51). Passive immunization experiments showed that Abs may be sufficient to protect mice against a challenge with WN or dengue viruses (5, 37, 39, 52–54). Although control of viremia is generally assumed to be primarily mediated by neutralizing Abs, cellular immunity may play a role as well. For example, it was shown that CD8+ and CD4+ T cells participate in the immune response against a challenge with WN virus (55–57). It was proposed specifically that CD8+ T cells are essential to fully eliminate the infecting virus and prevent viral persistence. The importance of the cellular immune response was made clear by experiments showing that protection against various flaviviruses, such as Japanese encephalitis and tick-borne encephalitis viruses, could be achieved in the absence of neutralizing Abs (58–60). In the case of dengue, challenge of vaccinated rhesus macaques showed that control of viremia was not linearly correlated with neutralizing Ab titer (4). Thus, a vaccine that elicits a cellular immune response may be more effective in preventing infection with flaviviruses compared with one that does not.

Therefore, we hypothesized that the development of a Th1-biased response following immunization with CpG ODN-containing particles...
would result in a higher degree of protection. Consistent with previous work, which showed that CpG ODN, when given with domain III of the WN virus envelope protein, conferred protection to suckling mice upon transfer of sera from immunized mice (61), we demonstrate similar protective patterns of Th1-associated signals from CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles. Th1-biased responses have been documented elsewhere after administration of CpG ODN given with various delivery vehicles (16, 17, 21, 22). Immunization with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles resulted in a greater number of circulating effector-like T cells and a higher activity of Ag-specific lymphocytes ex vivo than did immunization with unmodified nanoparticles or Alhydrogel. Faster clearance of virus or infected cells may explain the increased survival in mice receiving the modified nanoparticles.

To generate cellular immunity, many efforts have focused on enhancing cross-presentation, in which exogenous Ag is presented on MHC class I, to promote a strong cytotoxic and Th1 inflammatory bias. Cross-presentation of exogenous Ag can be challenging, because most exogenous Ags that are internalized by a cell are more readily processed into the MHC class II pathway, which typically stimulates CD4 T cell humoral responses. For cross-presentation to occur, Ag must escape from the endosomal compartment into the cytosolic and endoplasmic reticular space where MHC class I processing occurs. Nanoparticles were reported to facilitate Ag cross-presentation, and this intrinsic ability to cross-present their encapsulated cargo was shown previously with PLGA nanoparticles (65). Work with mouse BMDCs showed that PLGA-encapsulated OVA enhanced and sustained Ag presentation in the MHC class I pathway to a much higher degree than did soluble Ag (63). We showed in this study that the addition of CpG motifs to PLGA nanoparticles further increases this Th1 polarization and the resultant cell-mediated immune response. This technology may be particularly beneficial against pathogens best controlled by a Th1-biased response.

The mechanistic aspects of how this system works in vivo have not been fully elucidated. Nanoparticles modified with CpG ODN do not create an IL-1β response in vitro. Thus, unlike alum, which elicits IL-1β secretion with a danger signal, CpG ODN-decorated nanoparticles are noninflammatory, which raises the possibility that the mechanism of action of CpG ODN systems in vivo may not involve inflammasome activation. Future work will delineate the intracellular mechanisms that render this particle system effective in vaccination.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Dose response to vaccination with CpG ODN-modified nanoparticles. Mice (N=8) were administered a single subcutaneous immunization of 0.6, 2.5, or 10 μg of encapsulated rWNVE. After 2 weeks, serum samples were collected and analyzed for A) IgG1 and B) IgG2b titers by ELISA.
Supplemental Figure 2. Antigen-specific IgG2b titers in TLR 9 deficient mice. Groups of wild type (WT) C57BL/6 or TLR9-deficient (TLR9 -/-) (N=3) were vaccinated subcutaneously with 50 μg of ovalbumin encapsulated in CpG-modified (CpG/OVA), LPS-modified (LPS/OVA), or unmodified (-/OVA) nanoparticles. After 4 weeks, mice were bled retro-orbitally and serum was analyzed for OVA-specific A) IgG1 and B) IgG2b by ELISA. *Indicated significance with a P value less than 0.05.